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This album is an exposure of the Latvian soul, passion, joy and sorrow everywhere in the world, it will

touch peoples hearts and make them sing, dance and love Latvian mentality. 25 MP3 Songs WORLD:

Eastern European, NEW AGE: Nature Details: Indulis Suna is a recognized Latvian  Canadian performing

and recording artist. For the last 17 years he has been recording CDs in the classical, new age and

contemporary music album categories. Indulis continue to electrify and astonish audiences with his

extraordinary live performances in Toronto and Southern Ontario. With his wife Ilga who is an exceptional

concert pianist, he has recorded several CDs and produced DVDs of their live Recitals. Indulis Suna

holds a post-graduate degree at the P.I. Tchaikovsky Moscow State Conservatory as well as a diploma

with honours from the J. Vitols Latvian State Academy of Music in Riga. He completed his studies in 1982

with the prominent professor D. M. Tziganov in Moscow. In Latvia Indulis Suna was the first violinist of the

Latvian State String Quartet and a soloist of the Latvian State Philharmonic. In addition to his extensive

performing career, Indulis held a teaching position at the J. Vitols Latvian Academy of Music and also

made numerous world premiere recordings at the Latvian State Radio. Ilga Suna received her degree in

performance from the J. Vitols Latvian State Academy of Music. Beside concert performances with her

husband, Ilga has dedicated many years of her life as a piano teacher and an accompanist at the J. Vitols

Latvian State Academy and J. Medins Music college in Riga. She has received many diplomas for high

performance and teaching skills. The album "Reflections of the Latvian Spirit" is an exposure of the

Latvian soul, passion, happiness and sorrow everywhere in the world, it will touch peoples hearts and

make them sing, dance and love Latvian mentality. LATVIA is the heart of the Baltic States (Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania) and is located in North-eastern Europe on the east coast of the Baltic Sea  Amber

Sea with the population of just a little more than 2 million. It is a country with unique culture, nature and

history and its own Latvian language. Folk Songs (Dainas) are the Symbol of Latvian Culture and they are

the very embodiment of its cultural heritage, left by forefathers whom history had denied other, more

tangible forms of expression. The Latvians call themselves a nation of singers but to the Latvian, the

"Daina" is not just any commonly sung popular song. It is classically defined as a song in quatrain form
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that is specifically Latvian in its structure, sentiments and worldview. Dating back well over a thousand

years, there are more than 1.2 million texts and 30,000 melodies around. It would be difficult to find

another nation in Europe that so rightfully deserves to be called the nation of poets; it would be equally

difficult to find another country that deserves to be called the land of poetry as much as the homeland of

the Latvians Every Latvian is a born poet, they all compose verses and songs, and they can all sing these

songs. "Reflections of the Latvian Spirit" introduces the world to the gorgeous and delightful Latvian folk

tunes as well as rich and prosperous Latvian soul. 1.Melanholic Waltz  very romantic piece of the

distinguish Latvian composer Emils Darzins 2. Mazi Biju, Neredzju  very soothing and touching medley of

Latvian orphan songs 3. Aiz Ezera Balti Brzi  tells about beautiful white birch trees around the lake 4. Es

Dziedu Par Tevi, Tvu Zeme  every Latvian in the world has this song in his heart : I will sing about you,

my homeland 5. Jri Prasa Smalku Tklu  sailors song 6. Bdu Manu Lielu Bdu  fun song about how singing

helps to be always happy. 7. Atmias  sentimental waltz Memories. 8. Apaais Mness  folk dance Round

Moon 9. Sarkandaia Roze Auga  romantic song about the lonely beauteous rose . 10. Sij Auzas, Tautu

Meita  traditional happy childrens play 11. ui Guli Lgavia  a very sensual love song  lullaby to the bride.

12. Lakstgalu Nakt  happy fun song 13. Gaujas Mal  romantic waltz "At the Gauja River" 14. Polka

Lettonia- medley of well-known Latvian polkas 15. Pie Dzintara Jras  the most popular Latvian song At

the Amber Sea 16. Mazais Mrkatis  fun song about lonely marmoset. 17. e",Kur Lgo Prieu Mei  song

about Latvian pride and beautiful pine forests 18. Nezviedz, Brais Kumeli  march Little colt 19. Mla Ldzgjja

 love follows you everywhere 20 Viss, Ko Spj Dzve Dot  only love will give you all lifes blessings 21. Dejo,

Dejo, Pagriezies (Lets dance Latvian version of polish polka) 22. Staburadze Waltz "The crying Rock" 23.

Aij u, La Brni - Lyllaby for little bears 24. Dzvte, Dzvte, pojos Tev "O, my life, Im swaying in youYou

promised me so much but you gave to me just a little" 25. Pt, Vjii "Blow wind, Drive my boat", also one of

Latvians' favorite. People who are interested in should consider this download.
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